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About This Manual

This manual explains how to install Oracle Express Server (hereinafter

referred to as �Express Server�) on an Intel-based DG/UX system. For

specific Express Server and operating system version numbers, see

Chapter 1.

The chapters in this manual cover the following information:

n Chapter 1 describes the procedure for installing the Express Server files.

n Chapter 2 explains how to set up for Express Server startup, how to

perform certain configuration tasks, and how to test whether Express

Server is correctly installed.

n Chapter 3 explains how to set up your network communications with

Personal Express or Workstation Express.

Conventions

This manual uses a set of terms, symbols, and typographic conventions to

categorize specific information. Familiarity with these conventions will help

you use this manual effectively.The following icons are used in this manual.

Icon Meaning

A procedure that you should follow to complete a task

References to other manuals or other sections of this

manual.
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You will find the following text conventions in this manual.

Convention Usage

ALL CAPITALS Indicates directory names, file names, operating

system commands, Express commands and

objects, and acronyms.

Courier Indicates examples and anything that you must

type exactly as it appears. For example, if you

are asked to type show eversion, you would

type all the characters shown in Courier exactly

as they are printed.

bold Indicates menu items, command buttons, and

field names.

italic Indicates variables, including variable text.

Variable text is used when dialog boxes or their

components are unlabeled or have labels that

change dynamically based on their current

context. The wording of variable text does not

exactly match what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis.
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Chapter 1

Installing Express Server on

DG/UX

These instructions describe how to install Oracle Express Server

(hereinafter referred to as �Express Server�) release 4.8.1 on an Intel-based

DG/UX system (hereinafter referred to as �DG/UX�). Express Server for

DG/UX is available on CD-ROM. The labels on these installation media list

the compatible version of DG/UX.

You can install Express Server release 4.8.1 on DG/UX R4.11. If the

system you are installing on gets its services from a YP domain server, you

need to reconfigure the inetd process as the Express Server daemon.

Refer to Chapter 3, �Setting Up for Network Communications,� for exact

steps. Do not perform these steps on the destination machine of the Express

Server. You may encounter installation problems if the YP domain server is

not updated.

This chapter has the following sections:

n Preparing for Installation

n Performing the Installation

n Sample Installation Session

After completing the installation steps described here, configure your

system environment as described in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Preparing for Installation

This section explains the preliminary requirements for installing Express

Server on DG/UX.

Before you install:

1. Decide where you want to install the product. Verify that the target disk

has 32 megabytes of free space to install Express Server. After

installation, you can run a cleanup utility provided with Express

Server that removes files only required to create additional Express

Server executables. After you have run the utility, Express Server

occupies about 7 megabytes of disk space. Also see the section in

Chapter 2 on memory considerations for further information about

configuring the machine running Express Server.

2. Obtain a CD-ROM containing Express Server for an Intel-based DG/UX

system. Check that your system is DG/UX R4.11, and check that the

labels on your Express Server installation media list your exact DG/UX

version.

3. Back up the target disk. The target disk is the disk on which you want to

install Express Server. See your DG/UX system documentation for the

appropriate backup procedure.

4. If you are running DG/UX R4.11, the Express Server installation

procedure sets up your machine so you can connect to ORACLE servers

from within Express Server.

The installation script displays the ORACLE server versions that are

available on DG/UX R4.11. If you are running that version and you want

SQL support, you should make sure that all requirements, such as setting

environment variables, are met that allow users to connect with the

Oracle servers they will be using. Also check the documentation for the

Oracle servers you are using for additional requirements. If all of these

requirements are met, you should be able to use the SQL interface

within Express Server without a problem. For further information, see

the Express Server User's Guide for Unix. Also see the section on the

sitelink procedure in Chapter 2 for information about creating
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additional Express Server modules linked with SQL interfaces after you

complete the installation.

Express Server supplies some icon image files that can be used if you

are running a Motif-based window manager. The files are named

mdbf_m.icon, mdbf_m.mask, express_db.icon, and

express_db.mask. Refer to your DG/UX documentation for

information about setting up your desktop to use these icon images to

start Express Server and to open Express databases.

Performing the Installation

After you have completed the preparation outlined in the previous section,

you are ready to install Express Server.

To perform the installation:

1. If you didn�t log in as root, log in as the super-user. Only the super-user

can install Express Server.

2. Mount the CD-ROM.

mount -t cdrom <device_name> <mount_point>

For example:

mount -t cdrom /dev/pdsk/1 /cdroot

3. Change to the directory where the CD-ROM has been mounted.

$ cd /cdroot

4. Run the install_MDB script by typing the following command in the

current directory.

./install_MDB DestPathName

DestPathName is the destination directory path. It must be the absolute

path of the directory where Express Server is to reside (�.� and �..� are

not allowed). If you are in /home/installer and you want to install

Express Server in /home/installer/mdb48, for example, your

DestPathName should be /home/installer/mdb48. If the

DestPathName directory does not exist, the installation script creates it

for you.
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The install_MDB installation script operates in the following stages:

a. It prompts you to select a device type and name. Select CD-ROM

for the device name. Enter the directory path where the CD-ROM is

mounted.

For example:

/cdroot

b. It copies files from the CD-ROM into the destination directory you

specified on the command line in the DestPathName argument. The

following is a typical list of files that might be copied to your

directory. The exact files that you receive might be different.

mdb.ld mdbf_m.mask
dbreport.db mdbf_m.icon
oracle_6.x.x express_db.mask
oracle_7.x.x express_db.icon
demo.db sybase_4.x.x
express.db ingres_6.x.x
mdbdaemon drdata.inp
mdbserv iwaccess.exp
install/ test.db

c. In the install/ directory, the following files are copied:

mdb_sh_mk cleanup
sitelink

d. It asks for a name to generate a startup shell script (the default name

is mdb.sh), which can be used to start Express Server.

e. After the installation script finishes, there are some files that can be

removed from the directory where you installed Express Server.

These files can be removed with a cleanup utility provided with

Express Server. If you want to run sitelink to create additional

SQL modules, do not use the cleanup utility until you are through

with sitelink, because it will remove the files needed to run

sitelink. To use the utility, change directories to the install

directory and type the following command:

cleanup
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Sample Installation Session

The following is a sample installation session.

The text that you see when you install might not exactly match the lines

below, but the sequence of events will be similar.

#sh ./install_MDB /usr1/mdb/mdb48
install_MDB : Begin Installation of Express MDB 4.8
Please select the media type:

Supported media device types are:

0. exit
1. CDROM
2. 4 or 8mm DAT
3. 1/4� cartridge tape
4. 1.44 Mb 3 1/2� floppy diskette

Please select the device type: 1
Enter the mount point for the CDROM: /cdroot

Extracting software...
x install_MDB, 8343 bytes, 17 media blocks.
x ./mdb.ld, 2748821 bytes, 5369 media blocks.
x ./mdbdaemon, 20687 bytes, 41 media blocks.
x ./mdbserv, 43712 bytes, 86 media blocks.
x ./demo.db, 471040 bytes, 920 media blocks.
x ./test.db, 102400 bytes, 200 media blocks.
x ./dbreport.db, 348160 bytes, 680 media blocks.
x ./drdata.inp, 438 bytes, 1 media blocks.
x ./mdbf_m.icon, 589 bytes, 2 media blocks.
x ./mdbf_m.mask, 622 bytes, 2 media blocks.
x ./express_db.icon, 622 bytes, 2 media blocks.
x ./express_db.mask, 622 bytes, 2 media blocks.
x ./oracle_6.0.34, 2054368 bytes, 4013 media blocks.
x ./oracle_7.0.12, 5973436 bytes, 11667 media blocks.
x ./oracle_7.0.16, 6848032 bytes, 13376 media blocks.
x ./sybase_4.9.1, 906795 bytes, 1772 media blocks.
x ./sybase_na, 882198 bytes, 1724 media blocks.
x ./ingres_6.4.04, 3518731 bytes, 6873 media blocks.
x ./ingres_na, 3489287 bytes, 6816 media blocks.
x ./teradata_na, 7080 bytes, 14 media blocks.
x ./iwaccess.exp, 27 bytes, 1 media blocks.
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x ./xpistub, 5891 bytes, 12 media blocks.
x ./install/sitelink, 22153 bytes, 44 media blocks.
x ./install/cleanup, 2733 bytes, 6 media blocks.
x ./install/mdb_sh_mk, 987 bytes, 2 media blocks.
x ./express.db, 655360 bytes, 1280 media blocks.
Some systems require special handling in 'sitelink'.

If you are installing EXPRESS on one of the following
systems, please enter its number. If not, press <CR>

1. NCR
2. Sequent

Creating an executable with selected bound modules

Linking mdb with the SQL interface modules.

Binding driver for version 7.1.6 of Oracle.

Generate a shell script to initialize the environment,
and invoke this version of mdb.

Enter the name of the script that will invoke this
version of mdb.

Enter a full pathname (default: /usr1/mdb/mdb48/mdb.sh)

You have selected /usr1/mdb/mdb48/mdb.sh: is this
correct? y
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The script /usr1/mdb/mdb48/mdb.sh has been created.
The startup shell script has been created.
Do you want to clean up the working directory?
Answer no if you wish to run sitelink again.

Do you want to clean up the working directory? n
install_MDB : **** Installation Completed ****
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Chapter 2

Startup, Testing, and

Configuration

Once you have completed the steps for installing Express Server, as

described in Chapter 1, you should set up your environment for Express

Server startup and you should test your configuration. This chapter

describes these steps and also presents some optional configuration

procedures.

The chapter has the following sections:

n Setting Up for Express Server Startup

n Running the Installation Verification Test

n Setting Up to Read Blocked Data

n Using sitelink to Modify the Configuration

Setting Up for Express Server Startup

If you decided during the installation to create a shell script to run Express

Server, a script was created with the name similar to mdb.sh. This shell

script sets up all the necessary environment variables for Express Server to

run properly. See the Express Server User�s Guide for Unix for more

information about environment variables.
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The first line of this sample shell script starting with #!, identifies the shell

that runs the rest of the script. Comment lines in the script start with only #.

#!/bin/sh
#
# script automatically generated by
# /usr/mdb/install/mdb_sh_mk.
EXPRESS_DATABASE=/usr/mdb/mdb_o7${EXPRESS_DATABASE+:$EXPRESS_DATABASE}
export EXPRESS_DATABASE

The final part of the startup shell script starts up Express Server.

/usr/mdb/mdb_o7 $*
exit "$?"

To allow all users to start Express Server, the system administrator can copy

the startup shell script mdb.sh to a publicly accessible directory:

% cp -p /usr/mdb/mdb.sh /usr/local/bin/mdb

or can create a symbolic link to mdb.sh from a publicly accessible

directory:

% ln -s /usr/mdb/mdb.sh /usr/local/bin/mdb

If you have more than one version of Express Server installed, you may

want to name each startup script accordingly. For example:

% ln -s /usr/mdb/mdb.sh /usr/local/bin/mdb48
% ln -s /data2/mdb/mdb.sh /usr/local/bin/mdb40

The startup script assigns the EXPRESS_DATABASE environment variable to

point to the directory where the Express Server files are found. Users can

also assign their own value to this variable (in their login scripts for

instance) to point to a subdirectory where their personal databases are

located. When Express Server is started, EXPRESS_DATABASE will include

both the user-defined path and the Express Server path, allowing a user to

be attached to any directory when starting up Express Server.
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In the following C shell example, a user with a personal database in the

directory path /usr/smith/my_database assigns this value to

EXPRESS_DATABASE. Then the user changes to another directory and starts

up Express Server. Note that the system administrator has already linked the

mdb.sh file to a file called �mdb� in a publicly accessible directory.

% setenv EXPRESS_DATABASE /usr/smith/my_database
% cd /some/other/directory
% mdb

Oracle Express Server
Version 4.8.1

Copyright (c) 1995 Oracle Corporation
All Rights Reserved

->show sysvar('EXPRESS_DATABASE')
/usr/mdb:/usr/smith/my_database
->exit

%

Under the Bourne shell, the example would be the same except for the

specification of the database location. Instead of the �setenv� line, the user

would type the following two lines:

$ EXPRESS_DATABASE=/usr/smith/my_database
$ export EXPRESS_DATABASE

Temporary Files

During an Express Server session, temporary files (e.g. expte9999) are

created which keep track of current database values. To designate the

directory where these files are placed, change the value of the TMPDIR

environment variable with the following C shell command:

% setenv TMPDIR /data1/tmp

Under the Bourne shell, use these commands:

TMPDIR=/data1/tmp
export TMPDIR

If you do not specify a value for TMPDIR, Express Server uses �/tmp� for

the default value. If TMPDIR points to a directory into which you cannot

write (e.g. if it does not exist), Express Server automatically assigns another
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directory and this assignment cannot be changed. For more information

about this, see the tmpfile() system call in your Unix documentation.

Memory Considerations

Several memory considerations must be taken into account when Express

Server is running. The amount of physical memory available is the major

factor determining how many users can have simultaneous access to

Express Server. Each Express Server user requires some physical memory.

As this amount increases, so can the number of Express Server users.

The amount of virtual memory needed varies according to what Express

Server is doing. If it is processing dimensions that contain large numbers of

values, more virtual memory is required. However, other factors besides

workload can affect Express Server memory requirements.

A Unix operating system variable called datasize controls how much

virtual memory is available to the user. The value you set for datasize

should take into account both the Express Server workload and the overall

system load. Small batch jobs running during off-peak hours do not require

as much memory as large interactive applications running during peak-use

hours.

Express Server can run with datasize set to as little as two megabytes for

each user. There is no absolute minimum that applies to all systems, but if

you specify a value for datasize that is too small, Express Server displays

an error message indicating that more memory is needed. Four megabytes

per user is enough for most applications.

You can query or change the value of datasize. If you are running a

C shell, you can probably use the built-in limit datasize command to

display or change the value of datasize. However, this command is not

available in all Unix shells. Consult your Unix documentation to determine

other means of changing datasize.

On systems with many users, even if you lower the datasize value,

contention for physical memory can still occur. Also, if Express Server is

working with small amounts of data, not as much virtual memory is
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required. To further limit the virtual memory available to Express Server,

you can set an environment variable called MDB_MEM.

The MDB_MEM environment variable provides a direct way of setting the

maximum virtual memory Express Server can access. If MDB_MEM is set,

Express Server takes it as the maximum amount of virtual memory it can

access, up to the value of datasize. The default value for MDB_MEM is 32

megabytes. There is no maximum value for datasize.

Setting a large value for MDB_MEM makes sense if only one instance of

Express Server is running on the machine. The operating system handles the

memory allocation instead of Express Server. However, if there are many

Express Server users on the system and each is using the large memory

available as assigned by the high MDB_MEM value, the requirement of the

operating system to handle �paging� memory may cause Express Server to

perform at a slower speed than if MDB_MEM was set to a lower value.

Setting MDB_MEM to a smaller value allows more Express Server users

before the operating system has to page. However, since the datasize has

been further limited, Express Server has less data space to access. As a

result, the likelihood increases of Express Server generating an insufficient

memory error. In that case the MDB_MEM value should be increased to

provide Express Server with the necessary data space.

To change MDB_MEM, use the following commands:

$ MDB_MEM=12000k Bourne shell
$ export MDB_MEM

% setenv MDB_MEM 12000k C shell

You must set MDB_MEM before starting up Express Server. You can include

the appropriate commands in your Express Server startup script.
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Starting Express Server from the Solaris2 or

SunOS4 File Manager

On Solaris2 and SunOS4 systems, you can use the File Manager to start

Express Server and open Express Server databases by clicking on icons. To

assign files to icons that can be opened through the File Manager, you use a

special Sun OpenWindows program. This application, called the Binder,

allows you to change or add your own icon bindings.

Icon Binding

An icon binding maps an icon image to a command that the File Manager

executes when you double-click on the icon. By using the Binder, you can

set up an icon mapping so File Manager starts Express Server when the icon

is double-clicked. Also, the Binder allows you to designate a file name

pattern that is associated with the icon. The File Manager will then display

an icon for all files that match the designated name pattern. For Express

Server, you can use a pattern that identifies all of your Express Server

databases. When you double-click on an icon that represents a database,

Express Server starts and the database represented by the icon is attached.

For complete information about using the Binder, refer to Sun�s

OpenWindows DeskSet Reference Guide. If you do not use the File

Manager to start Express Server, you can skip the rest of these instructions.

Using the Binder

After Express Server has been successfully installed, you can either add or

modify icon bindings. Icon bindings are kept in binder databases. These

databases can hold bindings that are user-specific or can hold bindings for

an entire system. You must be a super-user to modify icon bindings

contained in system and network databases. The configuration for icon

bindings is slightly different, depending on whether your system is Solaris2

or SunOS4.

On a Solaris2 system: When you install Express Server, two icon image

files called mdbf_m.icon and express_db.icon are placed in your
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install directory. The icon image file determines what is outlined in the

foreground color. Along with the icon image file, two mask files called

mdbf_m.mask and express_db.mask are provided. The mask file

determines the background of the icon. The mdbf_m.icon file and the

mdbf_m.mask file should be used to bind an icon to start Express Server.

The express_db.icon and the express_db.mask files can be used to

bind an icon to represent your Express Server databases.

On a SunOS4 system:When you install Express Server, two icon images

called mdbf_m.icon and mdbf_m.mask are placed in your install

directory. mdbf_m.icon is the icon image that represents Express Server in

the File Manager window. The mdbf_m.mask image file provides the icon

image that appears in the File Manager window if you iconize the window

where Express Server is running. Complete the following instructions to set

up an icon binding to start Express Server and your databases.

Complete the following instructions to set up an icon binding to start

Express Server.

To create an icon binding:

1. Start the Binder and click the View button. Select the binder database

where you want to store the Express Server icon binding.

2. Click on the Icon Properties button. Within this dialog box is the Image

File text box. In this text box, enter the directory path containing the

icon image file and its name:

install_dir/mdbf_m.icon

3. Below the Image File text box is theMask File text box.

n On a Solaris2 system, enter the directory path containing the mask

image file and its name:

install_dir/mdbf_m.mask

n On a SunOS4 system, leave this box empty because there is no

mask file for the icon image file.

4. In the expanded portion of the Icon Properties dialog box, you see the

Application text box. You should enter the following syntax as shown

next. The $FILE arguments are not required if you are not going to bind
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icons to represent your Express Server databases. You should use the

directory path where you installed Express Server wherever

install_dir is seen. Note that the single quotes within the double

quote must be backquotes.

On a Solaris2 system, use the following syntax:

cmdtool -Wl "MDB $FILE" -WL "�basename $FILE�"
install_dir/mdb_script $FILE

where

-Wl indicates the title of the cmdtool window.

-WL indicates the title of the iconized window icon.

install_dir indicates the name of the actual install directory of MDB.

mdb_script indicates the name of the shell script created during

installation, if one was created.

On a SunOS4 system, use the following syntax:

cmdtool -WI install_dir/mdbw_m.icon -Wl "MDB
$FILE" -WL "basename $FILE�"
install_dir/mdb_script $FILE

where

-WI indicates the bitmap name for the iconized window icon.

-Wl indicates the title of the cmdtool window.

-WL indicates the title of the iconized window icon.

install_dir indicates the name of the actual install directory of MDB.

mdb_script indicates the name of the shell script created during

installation.

5. Click on the File Type Properties button. The File Type Properties

dialog box appears, Within the dialog box, is the Pattern text box. In

this text box, enter the following file name pattern to identify your

Express Server databases.

*.db

The File Manager uses this pattern to link icons with a set of file names.

This setting enables you to start Express Server and open a database by

double-clicking this icon. If you do not designate a file name pattern,

you should bind the name of the shell script and/or executable in the
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Pattern dialog box. However, you are then required to attach databases

from the Express Server command-line prompt.

Then click on the New button. The new file pattern should appear in the

dialog box.

6. Click on the Save button at the top of the Binder window to save this

icon binding within the binder database you selected. If you then start the

File Manager and move to the directory containing Express Server, you

should see an icon representing Express Server. In addition, depending

on whether you set up a file name pattern, you will also see icons

representing your Express Server databases.

On Solaris2 (not SunOS4), you can use another icon image to represent

your Express Server databases. Repeat steps two through six, but use a file

named express_db.icon for the image file and a file called

express_db.mask for the mask file. In the Application and Pattern text

box, use the same syntax as shown in steps four and five.

Running the Installation Verification

Test

The installation verification test uses the Express Server Data Reader utility

to check whether Express Server can read the installed files correctly.

To perform the test:

1. Change to the directory that contains the Express Server shell script

(e.g., mdb.sh). In this example, the directory is /usr/mdb.

% cd /usr/mdb

2. Start the shell script (e.g., mdb.sh) that starts the Express Server

executable. You should see the Express Server startup logo.

% ./mdb.sh

Oracle Express Server
Version 4.8.1

Copyright (c) 1995 Oracle Corporation
All Rights Reserved
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3. Attach the �test� database.

->database test

4. Type the following command to run the dr.prg test program. You

should see a report of the data read by the Data Reader similar to the

following.

->dr.prg

PRODUCTID PRODUCTNAME UNITS.SOLD

1234AA CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES 123

1099BB OATMEAL RAISIN COOKIES 145

2344CC LITTLE CHOCOLATE DONUTS 223

3222DD BROWNIES 432

5. Exit from Express Server and return to the Unix prompt.

->exit

%

Setting Up to Read Blocked Data

Certain activities within Express Server, such as reading from or outputting

to a file or tape, require some preparation if the files and devices (such as

tapes) require blocking. Files and devices that require blocking need their

input and output in fixed quantities, usually a multiple of a given block size.

Before transferring such data, Express Server requires a lookup table of

block sizes for the files and devices you will be using.

If this table is not present when, for example, a file that requires blocking is

opened for writing, a Unix I/O error can sometimes occur if the correct

number of bytes (i.e., a multiple of the given block size) is not written.

When this kind of file is opened for reading by FILEOPEN with the

BINARY option, errors occur if FILESET...LSIZE is set to a lower amount

than the current device�s block size. Only the lower amount of bytes gets

read from the current block, and the next read (performed by a FILENEXT

or FILEGET function, or a FILEREAD command) discards the remainder

of the current block and begins reading at the next block.

An error could occur if you had a reel-to-reel tape with a record length of

318 bytes and a block size of 3180 bytes and you wanted to read the first 4
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columns of each record. Suppose your Data Reader program looked like

this:

variable funit integer " file unit

variable rectype integer " record type

funit = fileopen('/dev/rst0' read binary)

fileset funit lsize 318

.

.

.

while filenext(funit)

do

fileview col 1 w 4 rectype

.

.

.

doend

Instead of reading the first 4 bytes of every 318-byte record, Express Server

reads the first 4 bytes of every 3180-byte block (thereby skipping the last 9

records of each block.)

To prevent this kind of problem, you set up a lookup table for Express

Server using a TEXT option called BLOCKFILE. In this example, for

instance, you would insert the following BLOCKFILE setting right after the

two variable declarations at the start of the program.

blockfile = '/dev/rst0 3180'

When a file listed in the BLOCKFILE option is opened, its block size is

used by the Express Server Data Reader to determine the size of the buffer

to read or write. Therefore, the use of BLOCKFILE is transparent to the

application.

BLOCKFILE is a TEXT option, so any of the attributes of a TEXT option

can be used with it. For example, it can be edited, and line continuation

characters and embedded newlines can be used with it. When you assign to

BLOCKFILE an expression specifying a list of devices and files along with

each one�s required block size, each line entry in the table is checked to

ensure it has the proper format. If any line does not pass this check, the

entire assignment fails, and an error is produced. For further information
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and examples of the use of BLOCKFILE, see the BLOCKFILE entry in the

Express Server 4.0 Reference Manual.

BLOCKFILE must be used on certain devices such as QIC-150 1/4" tape

cartridges, which require a block size of 512 bytes. Your system

administrator can configure BLOCKFILE values for your type of system.

If a device is listed in the BLOCKFILE list and a foreign medium is

mounted (e.g., a tape created on a different kind of machine), the

BLOCKFILE value can be adjusted for that foreign medium. If the foreign

medium has a block size known to be larger than the BLOCKFILE entry,

use the larger value. For example, a tape drive is listed in BLOCKFILE as

having an 8192 bytes (8K) block size. A tape from an IBM MVS system is

mounted that has a block size of 9996 bytes. To read the foreign tape

correctly, you must set the BLOCKFILE entry for that tape to 9996, or any

larger number. A value larger than 9996 works in this case because the

reading routines read the lesser of

1. An actual tape block, up to the inter-block gap

2. The value of the BLOCKFILE entry

You can override BLOCKFILE values set at installation by following

certain steps. For details, see the BLOCKFILE entry in the Express Server

4.0 Reference Manual. However, when writing to a device, do not override

the BLOCKFILE entry for that device if you know it works.

Using sitelink to Modify the

Configuration

This section describes how to use sitelink, a shell script that is provided

with Express Server, to create additional Express Server executables for

your system. The sitelink script allows you to select which SQL versions

you want to bind and link with Express Server. Naturally, the SQL version

must be available on your system and supported by Express Server.
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Note: On Intel-based DG/UX systems running Express Server 4.8.1,

Oracle 7.1.6 is the only SQL version available and supported which binds

and links with Express Server.

The sitelink script ran automatically during the installation process to

create the first Express Server executable. However, sitelink can be run

at any time to create additional Express Server executables with a different

combination of SQL modules, provided that support exists within Express

Server for the SQL interface needed, and the appropriate software is

installed for that SQL product on your system.

To use sitelink, you have to set two environment variables called

CREATESCRIPTDIR and PRODDIR. The values for both are directory paths.

n The CREATESCRIPTDIR environment variable identifies the directory

that contains the mdb_sh_mk file, which creates the shell script you use

to start Express Server.

n The PRODDIR environment variable identifies the directory that contains

the Express Server executable you created during the installation. If you

do not set PRODDIR, sitelink prompts you for the location of the

Express Server executable.

To run sitelink:

1. From the directory in which you have installed Express Server, type

sitelink at the command line.

2. sitelink first checks the PRODDIR environment variable to identify

the directory where Express Server is located. If sitelink does not

find it, a prompt appears asking you to identify the directory where

Express Server is located.

3. Choose which SQL product and version (e.g., ORACLE Version 7.x.x)

that you want to link with Express Server. A separate interface has been

included for each version supported by Express Server on your system.

When more than one SQL interface module is supported, sitelink

prompts you to choose which version to link; if only one version is

supported, sitelink links with that version. The selected interface

modules are then linked to create an executable compatible with the

SQL versions you chose.
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4. Provide a name for the shell script that will run this version of Express

Server. Within this file, all the environment variables that are set during

installation are set when you run sitelink separately. After you select

a name, sitelink creates it, and exits. The shell file created here will

run only the Express Server version created in the same sitelink run.

Therefore be sure that you choose shell script names that easily identify

each Express Server executable and the SQL module that you linked to

it, particularly if the various executables and shell files all reside in the

same directory.

5. If you are certain that you do not want to create any more Express

Server executables, type cleanup at the command line. The cleanup

utility removes all files installed with Express Server that are no longer

needed after you are through using sitelink. If you think you might

need to run sitelink again, do not run cleanup; cleanup removes

the files required to run sitelink.
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Chapter 3

Setting Up for Network

Communications

Both Personal Express and Workstation Express include communications

features that provide peer-to-peer interaction with Express Server. By using

the TCP/IP network protocol, Express Server is able to handle requests

from client applications such as Personal Express and Workstation Express

through a daemon process that accepts these requests by listening for them

on a Unix communications socket. This daemon then informs a server

process that handles the communication with Express Server. To enable

TCP/IP communications, you must perform some configuration tasks to

enable the daemon to take these requests for the server program. This

chapter describes the software required and the tasks you must complete.

In addition to TCP/IP, on Sequent machines only, Express Server supports

connections from Personal Express via the SPX/IPX networking protocol

used by Netware from Novell. The Sequent machine must be running

Netware for Sequent Information Servers (NSIS) version 2.1.1 to be able to

accept SPX/IPX connections. The final section in this chapter describes how

to set up for this type of communications. This chapter has the following

sections:

n Software Components

n Configuration Prerequisites

n Using mdbdaemon

n Using inetd

n Features in the Unix Daemon Programs

n Setting Up Sequent Systems for SPX/IPX

n Testing the Connection
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Software Components

There are several processes and files involved with handling requests for

Express Server running on a Unix system. The basic task for you is to install

Express Server in the proper configuration for the communications daemon

you choose to use. There are two options: you can use the Unix system

daemon that exists to handle client application requests or you can install

and use a daemon that is supplied with Express Server. The following

briefly describes these programs and files:

n mdbserv is a server program started by whatever daemon you choose to

use. It provides the interface between Express Server and a socket using

TCP/IP to communicate with a client. mdbserv is installed in the same

directory with the mdb executable file.

n inetd (Internet daemon) is a general Unix daemon process that listens

to network traffic on multiple ports for incoming requests. It is usually

located in the /etc directory. When inetd gets a request addressed to

the host where it is running, it serves as a dispatcher by starting up a

process to handle that request. inetd is designed to work as multiple

daemons would and save system resources.

n mdbdaemon is a self-contained daemon program that is specific to

Express Server. It is designed to handle requests from only a specific

�well-known port� to mdbserv. The mdbdaemon program simplifies

the installation procedure for system administrators, but consumes more

system resources, such as CPU time and memory space. It should be

used on systems where inetd is already handling its maximum number

of servers, or on systems that don�t run the inetd daemon. mdbdaemon

is installed in the same directory as specified for the MDB executable

and mdbserv.

You provide all configuration information needed by mdbserv and the

daemon you choose in the following three files. These files are already

present on your system:

n /etc/protocols lists all the Internet protocols (including TCP/IP)

available to server programs such as mdbserv and to daemon processes

like mdbdaemon or inetd.
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n /etc/services lists the services for which inetd and mdbdaemon

should accept and dispatch requests, together with the port and protocol

that each service is using.

n inetd.conf is the configuration file for the inetd daemon, also

usually stored in the /etc directory.

Express Server runs under different user environments depending on

whether you choose mdbdaemon or inetd to invoke the mdb executable.

When you choose to use mdbdaemon, you get the environment of whoever

starts mdbdaemon. See the later section �Using mdbdaemon� for more

information.

When you communicate with mdbserv using inetd, Express Server users

are presented with a very minimal environment, the details of which vary

among host systems. Also, there are several options that can be set with

mdbdaemon (some options also can be used with inetd). These options,

explained in Table 3.1, allow you to specify additional information such as

directory paths needed to find files used for authentication purposes.

Even though Personal Express or Workstation Express users provide their

name and password when they use the CONNECT command, they are not

actually logging into the Unix system. Their initialization files (.profile,

.cshrc, .login, etc.) are not executed. Instead, mdbserv handles all

initialization.

To configure your system for Personal Express or Workstation Express

communications, you must start mdbdaemon as described later in the

chapter section called �Using mdbdaemon,� or else modify the

configuration for inetd as described in the later section �Using inetd.� The

next sections explain the procedures that must be completed to enable

Workstation Express and Personal Express to communicate with Express

Server.

Configuration Prerequisites

Regardless of whether you use inetd or mdbdaemon as the daemon

process to listen for requests from either Workstation Express or Personal
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Express, you must make sure the /etc/protocols and the

/etc/services files have the correct entries.

To make entries in these files:

1. Log in as super-user.

2. Check the /etc/protocols file for an entry for tcp. If it is not present,

add a line like the following one.

  tcp 6 TCP # transmission control protocol

If your system has already been configured to support TCP/IP and the

BSD Unix socket, an entry similar to the above line will already be there.

The protocol number 6 for TCP (plus a list of Internet �well-known

ports� assignments) is defined in Joyce K. Reynolds and J. Postel; RFC

1010: Assigned Numbers; May 1987 (RFC 1010, Network Working

Group, USC, Information Sciences Institute, 4676 Admiralty Way,

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292-6695).

3. Define the Express Server port by adding the following line to the

/etc/services file.

express 6543/tcp

express specifies that this port is being used to accept client connection

requests for Express Server.

6543 specifies the �well-known port� number that the daemon will use

to accept connection requests. If the port number is already being used

by some other application, choose one that is not in use. To avoid

conflict with reserved ports, choose a port number that is greater than

5000.

tcp specifies the protocol to be used.

On a system where the express service has already been defined for

some other application, you must give the Express Server service a

different name, such as mdbexp. Since by default, mdbdaemon is

looking for the �express� service in the /etc/services file, changing

the name in the file from �express� will prevent mdbdaemon from

finding it and cause mdbdaemon to use only the option specification (see

the section later in the chapter called �Daemon Options� describing the

�-p� option) or the default for the port assignment. If neither approach is
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satisfactory, then you must use inetd instead of mdbdaemon as your

Express Server daemon.

Some systems do not accept empty lines in /etc/services,

inetd.conf, or other network configuration files, so make sure you do not

add any empty lines into /etc/services when making modifications.

Using mdbdaemon

If you are using mdbdaemon, there are certain files you need to edit so

mdbdaemon can be started whenever the machine is started that is running

Express Server.

To start mdbdaemon:

1. To start mdbdaemon automatically each time your system is booted, add

the mdbdaemon startup command to the end of the system startup file

(e.g., /etc/rc ) that starts your network file services. Add the

following lines to your system startup file, substituting the actual

installation directory name for install_dir. The �-s� option, which is

used to indicate the location of mdbserv, should be placed flush against

the beginning of the directory path. If the lines are added to the file

somewhere other than at the end, your system can boot incorrectly.

# start mdbdaemon
[ -f install_dir/mdbdaemon ] && {
install_dir/mdbdaemon -sinstall_dir/mdbserv ;

echo -n '
express'
}

2. If you move Express Server files to another directory or install a new

version of Express Server, only the super-user should modify the

command-line arguments of the mdbdaemon startup command and

restart mdbdaemon. The command-line format for the mdbdaemon

startup command is the following.

mdbdaemon [options]

For a description of these options, see Table 3.1.
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3. If you use a shell script file to start the mdb executable instead of the

mdb executable itself, check and make sure the script file does not

contain any interactive commands, since no dialog is allowed during

startup. The following is an example of a safe shell startup script.

#!/bin/csh
setenv EXPRESS_DATABASE /mdb/db
/usr/local/bin/mdb $*

When Personal Express or Workstation Express users establish a

connection, they should specify the startup script or executable in the

COMMAND argument of the CONNECT command (see the Personal

Express 4.0 Communications Guide, the Personal Express 4.8 Update

Guide, or the Workstation Express 4.0 User�s Guide).

You must be a super-user to start mdbdaemon or mdbserv.

Using inetd

This section explains how to reconfigure the inetd process as the Express

Server daemon. Note that only users with super-user privileges can perform

these steps because only the super-user can modify the /etc/inetd.conf

file to add an �express� entry.

To reconfigure inetd:

1. Log in with an ID that has super-user permission.

2. To enable inetd to handle incoming client requests for services, such

as Express Server, you use the /etc/inetd.conf configuration file. It

tells inetd how to handle these requests. The /etc/inetd.conf file

uses an ASCII format, with a number of entries on separate lines. The

entries are formatted differently depending on which type of service they

represent. There are at least two types of services. The format for entries

for Internet services is:

echo stream tcp nowait root internal

discard dgram udp wait root internal

daytime stream tcp nowait root internal

chargen dgram udp wait root internal
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The format for entries for remote procedure calls (RPCs) is:

rstatd/2-4 dgram rpc/udp wait root /usr/etc/rpc.rstatd rpc.rstatd
rusersd/1-2 dgram rpc/udp wait root /usr/etc/rpc.rusersd rpc.rusersd

Edit the /etc/inetd.conf file and add the �express� service, by

adding the following line and substituting the actual installation directory

name for install_dir.

express stream tcp nowait root install_dir/mdbserv mdbserv [options]

express specifies the server name that applies to Express Server. If a

different name has been assigned in /etc/services, use that name

here.

stream specifies the type of BSD Unix socket to use.

tcp specifies the protocol to use.

nowait tells inetd to be available for other connection requests after

mdbserv has started. This parameter enables multiple users to re-use

the port. If �wait� was specified, the port would become available only

when mdbserv is longer operating.

root gives inetd the ID of the owner of the program being specified.

install_dir/mdbserv specifies the full path of the server executable

for Express Server. If the path identifying where mdbserv is stored

changes, this entry must be changed to match.

mdbserv tells the program its own name when it starts. If you are

familiar with the C programming language, note that this column

corresponds to the argv[0] in your �main(arvc, argv)� routine.

options are flags you can set to control some of the features of the

daemon. For a description of these options, see Table 3.1.

The following is an example of an /etc/inetd.conf file that specifies

the path to mdbserv.

#
echo stream tcp nowait root internal
echo dgram udp wait root internal
discard stream tcp nowait root internal
discard dgram udp wait root internal
daytime stream tcp nowait root internal
daytime dgram udp wait root internal
chargen stream tcp nowait root internal
chargen dgram udp wait root internal
express stream tcp nowait root /usr2/test mdbserv
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rstatd/2-4 dgram rpc/udp wait root /usr/etc/rpc.rstatd rpc.rstatd

rusersd/1-2 dgram rpc/udp wait root /usr/etc/rpc.rusersd rpc.rusersd

For background information on reconfiguring inetd, see your local

system administrator�s manual, or see the Unix System Administration

Handbook, by Evi Nemeth, Garth Snyder, and Scott Seebass.

3. Normally, inetd reads its configuration files only once when the

system starts. Sending inetd a HUP signal tells it to read its

configuration files again to detect any changes. Therefore to inform

inetd about the above changes, first find the Process ID (PID) for

inetd by typing the following command (where �|� indicates a pipe).

On some systems, you use the -aux argument instead of -ef.

%ps -ef | grep inetd

It is recommended that you wait a few seconds after modifying

/etc/inetd.conf and sending a HUP signal to inetd before

attempting a connection to the server.

4. Type the following command substituting the PID you just found for our

sample PID of 1234. Note that despite the kill command used here,

this procedure will not terminate inetd.

%kill -HUP 1234

You only need to perform this step once, because inetd automatically

reads the new configuration settings the next time the system reboots.

5. If you use a shell script to start the mdb executable instead of the mdb

executable itself, check and make sure the shell script does not contain

any interactive commands, since no dialog is allowed during startup. The

following is an example of a safe shell script file.

#!/bin/csh
setenv EXPRESS_DATABASE /mdb/db
/usr/local/bin/mdb $*

When Personal Express or Workstation Express users establish a

connection, they should specify the startup script or executable in the

COMMAND argument of the CONNECT command.

For more information about Personal Express communications, see the

Personal Express 4.0 Communications Guide or the Personal Express 4.8

Update Guide. For more information about Workstation Express

communications, see the Workstation Express 4.0 User�s Guide.
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Features in the Unix Daemon

Programs

Most of the features described in this section are required because when you

connect from Personal Express or Workstation Express, you do not actually

log in. Therefore, none of the usual files you automatically execute during a

login are run, and none of the usual environment variables they determine

are set.

mdbserv takes the options specified for either mdbdaemon or inetd and

parses them. In addition to a number of application-related features,

mdbserv provides several other features for system administrators.

Application-Related Features

The features described here relate to the environment variables you can

define and the methods for starting the mdb executable.

Defining Environment Variables

Environment variables that can be defined by mdbdaemon or inetd for

processing by mdbserv are:

HOME

SHELL

USER

TERM

PWD

CWD

LOGNAME

Most of these are standard Unix environment variables. Note that the

LOGNAME environment variable is defined as the user ID and is set to the

same value as the USER environment variable.

In addition, you can also define any other environment variables by using

the �-E� option (see the �Daemon Options� section later in this chapter).
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For example, to start MDB without using a shell script, the environment

variable EXPRESS_DATABASE can be defined at daemon startup time using

the -E option. The EXPRESS_DATABASE variable identifies the directory

containing �EXPRESS.DB,� which is required to run Express Server.

The next subsection, �Starting the mdb Executable� explains that there is

more than one method for starting Express Server. Whichever method you

use, be sure to set the environment variables you need for Express Server in

only one place: either in the shell script or in the daemon you�re using.

For AIX systems only, the TZ environment variable must be set correctly for

adjusting the time zone of files. TZ is another environment variable you can

set from the command line using the �-E� option. Setting TZ guarantees that

the time stamps are correct on files received for the local PC or workstation.

When you are transferring files from a AIX system to Personal Express or

Workstation Express, the date and time assigned to the target file depends

on the time zone information on the AIX system on which the files

originated. You may notice that the time stamps are incorrect on target files

or files affected by �TOD� or other functions that manipulate time.

For example, after a connect server command without a TZ setting to

an IBM workstation running AIX, issuing an exc shw tod command

returns Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). As part of the Express Server

installation procedure for supporting communications with Personal

Express and Workstation Express, you can ensure that the time zone

information is set correctly by using the �-E� option to set TZ=EST5EDT

in either mdbserv or in a shell script (the example shown in C-shell

format). If you include it in a shell script, you must provide the name of the

shell script in a COMMAND argument to your CONNECT command.

Starting the mdb Executable

Another application-related feature of the daemon programs and mdbserv

involves how the mdb executable is started. If you use a private shell script

file to start the mdb executable, your settings will not be inherited by all

users on the target system (but you do have to know the location of the shell

script file).

Alternatively, you can start the mdb executable directly and use either

mdbdaemon or inetd to set your environment variables and start Express
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Server. If you use this method, your settings will not be

user-specific and will be the same for all users on the target system.

However, this method has three advantages.

First, you do not have to know the location of the shell script file. Second,

Express Server starts more quickly and saves system resources accordingly.

Third, application programmers no longer need to update shell script files

and application programs. For example, the Express CONNECT command

can remain fixed in a form similar to the following.

->CONNECT SERVER .... COMMAND 'mdb parameters'

When the file system structure has to be changed, or when Express Server is

upgraded and put into a different directory, only the system administrator

needs to be involved in reconfiguring either inetd or mdbdaemon.

Three features of the daemon programs let you start MDB without a shell

script. First, the environment variable EXPRESS_DATABASE and the path to

MDB can be defined through inetd or mdbdaemon by using either the

�-E� or �-P� daemon options. See the later section �Daemon Options� for

details.

Second, the mdbcmd argument in the Workstation Express or Personal

Express CONNECT command is searched for in the following directories

and in the following order:

1. Under your HOME directory.

2. If the �-P� option is included, then under the �-P� specified directory.

3. Under system default directories.

Third, mdbserv can pass command-line options to applications. For

example, suppose you type the following command.

->connect server ... command 'mdb.csh mydatabase'

Suppose you have included the mdb executable in your mdb.csh script file

as in the following example.

#!/bin/csh
setenv EXPRESS_DATABASE /mdb/db
/mdb/exe/mdb $*
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The mdb.csh script will start the mdb executable as if it were started by

typing its full path name, for example, mdb/exe/mdb mydatabase. Note

that this feature is not compatible with version 3.5 of EXPRESS MDB; if

you try to use it to communicate with earlier versions of daemon programs,

an error message similar to the following appears.

Cannot start mdb.csh mydatabase

Features for System Administrators

The daemons have three types of features that system administrators can

use: trouble shooting, daemon options, and security.

Trouble Shooting

There are two system-management features that display error messages.

First, when mdbserv detects a fatal error, it tries to send a text message

back to Personal Express or Workstation Express describing the error.

Second, mdbdaemon invokes certain fatal error messages. For example, if a

specified port has been used by another process or the port is still busy,

mdbdaemon alerts the system administrator by displaying the error message

in addition to noting it in the log file.

An additional feature of the daemon programs supports run-time tracing. If

you encounter problems in communicating from Personal Express or

Workstation Express, you can use the �-T� option to pin them down. Events

and data traffic logs have time stamps. Two Unix commands are relevant to

tracing execution.

n %kill -USR1 <mdbserv-pid> toggles data trace at run time and

provides an easy way to selectively trace the communication channel�s

activity.

n %kill -USR2 <mdbserv-pid> generates an mdbserv status log.

Another feature prevents any client connection requests so you can isolate

the system until you solve a problem: mdbserv will refuse such requests if

a file named /etc/nologin exists (the file contents are irrelevant).
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Daemon Options

Express Server provides a set of options you can set in the inetd.conf

file that cause several different types of information to be passed to

mdbserv. The following is an example of the syntax you should use in the

file.

express stream tcp nowait root /usr2/mdbserv/mdbserv mdbserv -t1 -Saufile

Note that you cannot use spaces to separate an option from its value (e.g.,

you must type �-t1� not �-t 1�). Also, if the number of options you want to

set causes the entry in /etc/inetd.conf to wrap to another line, you

must use the -F option to set the additional options that have wrapped to a

second line. The -F option allows you to specify a file that can list up to 20

options. All entries for a process must appear on only one line within

/etc/inetd.conf.

Some Unix systems place constraints on the number of options or characters

that inetd can pass to mdbserv from a given line in the

/etc/inetd.conf file:

n On ULTRIX, SunOS4, and AIX systems, inetd passes only the first

four options specified in each line. If more parameters are specified, they

are ignored.

n In addition, on AIX systems, inetd passes only the first 50 characters in

the line. If more characters are specified, they are ignored. You can use

the smit utility program to verify the parameters actually passed by

inetd.

The set of options is shown in Table 3.1. Unless noted, these options can be

specified to either inetd or mdbdaemon. Most of the options are passed to

mdbserv when it starts. You can specify no more than 20 options,

excluding �-p� and �-s� options.
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Table 3.1 Daemon Options

Option Explanation

-h (�mdbdaemon� only) Displays the help message and then exits.

-t[1-9] Specifies how much code-trace information is generated. Value

1 means minimum and value 9 means maximum. The default is

1, which only logs the user connect and disconnect times.

-T Turns on the data dialog trace facility for �mdbdaemon� and

�mdbserv�.

-pport (�mdbdaemon� only) The �port argument� lets the system

administrators use an alternative �well-known port� for the

Express Server socket connection. The default port used for the

socket is 6543. If there a proper entry in the /etc/services file, this

option is automatically reset to match it. Entries in the

/etc/services file have a higher priority than the command-line

option or the default. However, �port� here can specify the server

name identified in the /etc/services file instead of the port

number.

-Pmdbpath Specifies the startup path that locates the MDB provided in the

Personal Express or Workstation Express CONNECT

command.

-Sauth_filepath Specifies a file path to list all host names that have permission to

make the connection. If the -S option is not specified, the

authentication check is disabled. See the �Security Features�

section for a description of the authentication file.

-sserverpath (�mdbdaemon� only) The �serverpath� argument tells

�mdbdaemon� where the �mdbserv� executable is located. It can

be an absolute or relative path name. You can use

�install_dir/mdbserv� as the path. The default path is

/usr/local/mdbserv.

-Ename=string Defines the environment variable �name� to value �string.� It has

the same effect as the C-shell command �setenv name string� or

the Bourne shell command �name=string�. You can use -E any

number of times (subject to the overall maximum of 20 options.)

-Fopt_file Specifies a file that lists up to 20 additional options to be passed

to �mdbserv.� Options in �opt_file� can be separated by spaces,

tabs, or Enter. -F must be the last option set.

Note: Options -h, -t and -T can be put in one string, preceded by a single hyphen

(e.g., �-Tt9h�). In addition, you can append one more option, -E, -P or -S, to

this string (e. g., �-hTt1Ename=string�).
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Security Features

The daemon programs include some security features for communications

between Express Server and either Personal Express or Workstation

Express.

Two security features perform similar functions at different levels. One

feature controls whether a process can run, and another controls whether

specified individual hosts can make a connection.

If installed, the system authentication system is the feature that controls

whether a process can run or not. After modifying or confirming with

/etc/protocols, /etc/services, and /etc/inetd.conf files, the

system administrator should check the system authentication system, to

make sure the new server mdbserv is recognized and authorized. Different

vendors provide different authentication systems.

The feature that controls whether specified Express Server clients can make

a connection is an authentication list file. The file lists all Express Server

clients that have permission to make the connection. If you specify the name

of the file using the �-S� option after mdbdaemon or inetd, mdbserv will

only accept connection requests from nodes listed in the file. The syntax is:

-Sauth_file. If the �-S� option is not specified, the authentication check

is disabled. The full path of the authentication filename must be specified

(starting with �/�). The owner of the file must be �root�. Only the super-user

has permission to write to the file. The contents of the file must be in ASCII

text format. Each line must contain a client name or an Internet address.

mdbserv accepts a client�s official name, aliases if any, and an Internet

address to match the contents of the file. mdbserv uses the partial matching

algorithm for the comparison.

Suppose you want to grant all nodes at a company permission to access

Express Server. Instead of listing all the node names in the file or the

Internet address for each node, you can simply put the partial Internet

address in the file that identifies the company and all users at the company.

The format is:

134.148.
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Note the positioning of the �-S� daemon option in the daemon command

lines. It is another of the additional options, along with �-E� and �-P,� which

can be appended as the last option to the single string; for example,
�-Tt1Sfilename�.

Another security feature permits a user to start Express MDB from a non-

login account. System administrators can insert an �!� or �*� at the

beginning of the last field for a user�s account in the /etc/passwd file to

disable the user�s ability to log in. If two exclamation marks �!!� are placed

at the beginning of the last field, mdbserv identifies this account as a

special account where logins are not permitted, but the user can start the

mdb executable. For example, if there are two accounts on a system, �mdb�

and �dummy�, the lines in the /etc/passwd file for the two accounts are

specified as follows.

mdb:GX.4db7mIJ1PM:300:10:Non-login account:/home/mdb:!!/bin/csh
dummy:EA7eGggtyccis:310:10:Not a real account:/home/dummy:!/bin/csh

Logins to both accounts are disabled. The Personal Express or Workstation

Express connection can be established to user �mdb�. No one can log in as

�dummy� using Personal Express, Workstation Express, using telnet or

rlogin commands, or any other way.

Setting Up Sequent Systems for

SPX/IPX

With the special set-up steps described in this section, users of the Windows

version (not the DOS version) of Personal Express can communicate with

Express Server using the SPX/IPX networking protocol used by Netware

from Novell.

To enable Personal Express communications to connect to a Sequent

machine via the SPX/IPX network protocol, there are certain software

configuration requirements. Setting up a Sequent machine to accept

SPX/IPX connections is similar to the procedure used for TCP/IP

configuration. First, make sure that the Sequent machine is running NSIS

version 2.2.1. You also must use the SPX/IPX mdbdaemon program
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supplied with Express Server rather than the inetd daemon. Only

mdbdaemon is able to accept SPX/IPX connections from Personal Express.

There are three daemon programs that are part of NSIS.

n NPSD This is the Netware Protocol Stack Daemon. It provides the

Sequent machine with the SPX/IPX functionality that mdbdaemon

requires to accept SPX/IPX connections from Personal Express.

n SAPD This is the Service Advertising Protocol Daemon. It reports what

network services are available, the name of the file server, its address

and available services.

n PSAD This is the Periodic Service Advertising Daemon and is also

known as the autoadvertising daemon. Periodically, it will look at the

/usr/netware/etc/services file to see what services it should

advertise. Notice that this /etc/services file is located in the

/usr/netware directory path.

Configuring /etc/services

The /usr/netware/etc/services file is used by NSIS to determine

what clients should be able to access services that are available and where

they can be found on the server running NSIS. There are several parameters

that must be identified in this file so the connection can be established

between Personal Express and the Sequent machine. The parameters are:

n PC server name

n Port number

n Network address

n Node address

n Transport protocols

n Autoadvertise flag

You can set the values for these parameters either with a program called

pnwsvc or with a text editor.
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Setting Parameters with pnwsvc

You can use a Sequent program called pnwsvc to set the parameters in the

/usr/netware/etc/services file. The syntax for running the program

is:

pnwsvc -aPCname -nNetworkAddress -dNodeAddress -tTrans -sPortnumber -v1

where

-aPCname is the name of the server operating system. This entry should be

�-aDYNIX.�

-nNetwork Address is the internal network address of the Sequent machine

running DYNIX. (It is also listed as the �internal_network� number in the

NPSConfig file in the /usr/netware/etc/services directory.)

-dNode Address is the node address of the Sequent machine if it is

configured as a server with multiple nodes.

-tTransport is the transport protocol to be used. This parameter should be

�-tSPX� if you are using SPX/IPX.

-sPortnumber is the port number to be used, the Personal Express port

number is usually set to 6543. Use that number unless some other

application is using the port for network connection attempts.

-v1 indicates that the autoadvertise flag is set. This flag must be set for NSIS

to be able to accept SPX/IPX connections from Personal Express.

Setting Parameters with a Text Editor

The other alternative is to use a Unix text editor such as vi to add entries to

the /usr/netware/etc/services file. The following is an example line

from the file:

DYNIX 67890123:123456789ABC 6543 00001 1

where

DYNIX is the name of the operating system.
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67890123 is the host address of the Sequent machine.

123456789ABC is the node address of the Sequent machine that is

configured with multiple nodes.

6543 is the port number

00001 is the Sequent SPX/IPX service type

1 is the value indicating autoadvertising should be activated.

Starting mdbdaemon

The earlier sections in this chapter described mdbdaemon and how to use it.

Be sure you are familiar with those sections before reading on.

To start mdbdaemon, you must use the command line instead of a start-up

file such as /etc/rc. There are also some command line options that

pertain to SPX/IPX connections. The mdbdaemon options available for

TCP/IP are not available with SPX/IPX. Remember mdbdaemonmust be

running whether or not inetd is also running. The command line syntax is:

mdbdaemon [-t] [-x] [ -p port] [ -s serverpath ]

-t enables tracing for mdbdaemon and mdbserv.

-x indicates that mdbdaemon will run with the SPX protocol. If the -x option

is not set, mdbdaemon will only be able to accept TCP/IP connections. To

enable Express Server to simultaneously accept TCP/IP and SPX/IPX

connections, use the inetd daemon for TCP/IP connections and

mdbdaemon (with the -x option set) for SPX/IPX connections.

-p[port] can be used to indicate an alternative port number. The default port

used for the Express Server socket is 6543 as identified in the

/etc/services file.

-s [server path] indicates the directory path where mdbserv is located.
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Testing the Connection

Communications between Express Server and either Personal Express or

Workstation Express occurs via XCA, the Express Communications

Architecture. A good way to test whether your communications

environment is correctly configurated is to try transferring a file through

XCA.

To test file transfer, start up Personal Express on your PC or Workstaion

Express on your workstation (the local system) and connect to the remote

system. For information about connecting from Personal Express, refer to

the Personal Express 4.0 Communications Guide or the Personal Express

4.8 Update Guide. For information about connecting from Workstation

Express, refer to the Workstation Express User�s Guide.

After you have used the CONNECT command to establish your connection,

to log into the remote system, and to start up Express Server, you can enter

the XOPEN and TRANSPORT commands from the local system (i.e. your

PC or workstation) as shown in the following example:

->xopen

To upload a file to the remote system, type the following command:

->transport text 'test.fil' to 'Test.File'

To download a file to the PC or workstation, type the following command:

->transport text 'test.fil1' from 'Test.File'

You can then compare test.fil to test.fil1 to determine whether file

transfer is working properly.
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